
DECEMBER 2020

THE 2020 COLLECTION GOES TO CAPE TOWN

The new 2020 Collection makes its debut in Cape Town, where a rich selection of the new indoor and

outdoor products goes on show at the Minotti Cape Town by Limeline flagship store. 

Located in the famous V&A Waterfront district, the showroom features large floor-to-ceiling windows

that run along the perimeter of the space, fostering the harmonious dialogue between

indoor and outdoor, and the flow of the natural light.

Wood panelling in a warm shade, a tribute to the woods of Africa, matched with ceilings and walls

painted in the characteristic Minotti grey and lacquered surfaces in the colour granite alternate with

smoky grey glass walls, creating the perfect setting for the new designs.

Three living areas with a strong personality spotlight the Blazer and Connery modular seating systems,

designed by Rodolfo Dordoni, both in a unique “L”-shaped configuration, and the Torii chaise-longue

sofa by Nendo, enhanced by a top in Calacatta marble at the end of the seat. The warm, elegant

atmosphere is completed by the Torii Nest seat by Nendo and the Fynn Saddle-Hide seat by

GamFratesi, as well as the Daiki armchair and the Boteco and Linha coffee tables, all designed by

Marcio Kogan / studio mk27. A last setting proposes the Fynn Saddle-Hide dining chairs elegantly

arranged around the Linha dining table, with top in palisander Santos measuring no less than three

metres in length, supported by thin aluminium blade-like legs.

Instead, the area at the back, which has a cosier, more intimate feel, hosts some of the bestsellers and

distinctive indoor pieces of the last collections, notably including the Freeman seating system and the

Reeves bed, both by Rodolfo Dordoni.

Finally, a small natural oasis within the display space provides the ideal backdrop for presenting the

most representative outdoor designs of the new collection, including the Sunray seating system by

Rodolfo Dordoni and the Fynn Outdoor armchair designed by GamFratesi, set alongside the Quadrado

modular seating system by Marcio Kogan.

A carefully-curated, elegant display, conceived in complete harmony with the architectural

surroundings, successfully conveying the distinctive mood of the 2020 Collection, as well as the

authentic essence of Minotti.
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